
A quick guide to 
stopping Shamoon

What is Shamoon?

Shamoon is an attack campaign delivering an aggressive 
malware strain known as Disttrack which destroys target 
systems by wiping data rendering them unable to boot. It 
gained notoriety after being linked to attacks against Saudi 
Aramco in 2012 and reportedly damaged over 30,000 
systems.

In late 2016 Shamoon 2 appeared and has been increasingly 
active in targeting organizations in the Middle East. Several 
Government ministries and chemical companies have been 
attacked. With many believing this is just the start of a 
renewed campaign many are wondering what can be done 
to prevent this latest threat.

How does it work?

As with most advanced threats the Shamoon campaign is 
modular and composed of three main components.

Shamoon Dropper - This is the initial point of infection and 
used by the attackers to establish a foothold.

Shamoon Wiper - This inflicts the damage by installing a 
malicious disk driver to overwrite data.

Shamoon Reporter - This reports back to the attacker the 
domain of the target machine and the number of files that 
have been overwritten.

This modular approach allows the attacker to reduce the risk 
of being detected, as not all the malicious code is delivered 
at once and droppers can be quickly evolved to evade AV 
and other detection technologies.

Although there are few available details of how exactly the 
attack is delivered, phishing emails or stolen credentials are 
the most likely source.
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Defendpoint by Avecto creates the foundation of your security architecture. It’s 
a Privilege Elevation and Delegation Management technology that prevents 
breaches without hindering productivity. It combines privilege management 
and application control, allowing global organizations to eliminate admin rights 
across the entire business and protect systems from the latest threats such 
as Shamoon.  



Attack breakdown

Once the attack begins, the malware rapidly embeds itself 
into the target system and uses several tricks to appear 
legitimate and maintain persistence. In the observed 
attacks, we see that exploiting admin rights and the ability 
of unknown payloads to execute is key to the success of the 
campaign.

The files dropped to disk are commonly not detected by AV 
solutions and use filenames that appear legitimate to avoid 
arousing suspicion. These names which can be used as an 
indicator of compromise include but are not limited to:

certutl.exe 
clean.exe 
dfrag.exe 
dnslookup.exe 
event.exe 
findfile.exe 
ipsecure.exe 
msinit.exe 
power.exe 
rdsadmin.exe 
regsys.exe 
routeman.exe

The attack uses a commercially available signed disk driver 
to obtain low level access to the file system this is used to 
overwrite all the file on the disk and the master boot record 
with the first 1025 bytes of a jpeg image taken from the 
internet. This can be found in forensic analysis of the disk 
where the 0xFF 0xD8 file header can be seen.

As the attack overwrites the entire file system the data is 
destroyed and the system will no longer boot. The machine 
will require rebuilding and any data not backed up will be 
lost. This remediation could prove extremely costly and there 
is no guarantee of not being targeted again.

How can Defendpoint prevent the 
attack?

Defendpoint takes proven best security practices and 
combines them to offer multiple layers of proactive 
prevention on the endpoint. This allows organizations to stay 
secure and prevent attacks such as Shamoon and Disttrack.
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ensure infection

Installs drdisk.sys driver 
to enable low level disk 

access

Enumerates files and 
overwrites all data with 

jpg image

Report back to attackers 
server (unused in wild)

Copies payload into 
system folder

Creates a service to 
launch the payload



As shown on this revised attack chain, Defendpoint’s layers 
of proactive prevention offer multiple ways to mitigate the
risk of the attack. As with many advanced modular attacks, 
there are a number of points at which Defendpoint can
break the attack chain and prevent the attack.

Privilege management allows you to protect the system and 
reduce the risk of malware embedding in the system and
preventing creation of rogue services. By removing admin 
rights, you remove the ability of malware to add or
manipulate files in these trusted locations.

Application control works in conjunction with privilege 
management, allowing you to trust applications in protected
system and program file directories and block unknown or 
unauthorized applications attempting to execute on the
endpoint.

Beyond Shamoon

Many organizations are concerned about not only the current 
Shamoon campaign, but what the next attack will be.
With an ever-increasing number of attacks the traditional 
approaches of relying on detection technologies simply can’t
stay ahead of the threats as the attacks continually evolve.

With Defendpoint, organizations can stay ahead by 
significantly reducing the attack surface of their endpoints 
using proactive measures to stop even the most advanced 
cyber attacks. This technology is simple to deploy and 
simple to manage, offering protection from day one.

About Avecto
Avecto is a leader in Privilege Elevation and Delegation Management. Since 2008, the company has enabled over 8 million 
users to successfully work without admin rights, enabling many of the world’s biggest brands to achieve the balance between 
overlocked and underlocked environments.

Avecto’s Defendpoint software has been deployed in the most highly regulated industries, enabling organizations to achieve 
compliance, gain operational efficiency and stop internal and external attacks.
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